LONG-RESPONSE APPLICATION QUESTIONS

Below are the long-response questions for the Robert Noyce Teacher Scholarship application. These are provided so that you may draft your responses and then copy and paste them into the application. Responses are limited to 600 characters (approximately 120 words).

1. Why do you want to be a math or science teacher?

2. Successful teachers are often life-long learners. How have you demonstrated a desire to continually increase your knowledge of math or science?

3. Being a classroom teacher takes experience in leadership. Tell us about a time when you demonstrated three qualities that successful teacher-leaders should possess.

4. A friend who knows nothing or very little about Cal Teach, asks you about the program. What would you tell them about it? What would you say your greatest experience with Cal Teach has been?

5. The Noyce Scholarship carries a service commitment to teach in a high-need educational agency. For a year of scholarship support, two years of teaching service are required. With this knowledge, please explain your commitment to teaching in a high-need school.

6. Is there anything else you feel that this application has not captured that you would like to share with the selection committee? (optional question)